Pollinator Habitat Creation & Enhancement

We transformed the City Garden into a Perennial Pollinator Garden. We added more pollinator plants in other areas and taught a perennial division workshop and planted the divisions in the garden. We are switching most of our mulching to leaves that we pick up in our leaf truck to enhance pollinator life cycles.

Education & Outreach

We hosted a booth at Kidfest, STEAM festival, led a group through the Veterans Plaza Pollinator Garden, sent in weekly reports to the University of Minnesota on Monarch conservation in our largest pollinator garden, hosted a booth at our Art Center on Art and Nature.
Policies & Practices

We have our own City of Greenwood Horticulture FB page and YouTube channel to educate about pollinator friendly pest management. Our YouTube channel has a video on reducing pesticides by reducing mosquito breeding places, a video on alternatives to herbicides, and how to create and maintain a pollinator garden without pesticides.

Integrated Pest Management Plan:

Recommended Native Plant List:

Recommended Native Plant Supplier List:
Bee City meeting and displaying our book, The Pollinator Lover’s Guide to Uptown